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STEEPEST DESCENT PATHS FOR INTEGRALS 

DEFINING THE MODIFIED BESSEL FUNCTIONS 

OF IMAGINARY ORDER 

N. M. Temme 

ABSTRACT. The modified Bessel function of the third kind of purely imaginary 
order: 

Kiv{x)=   I 
Jo 

e-xcoshicosvtdt, 

is considered for real values of the parameters i/, a;, x > 0. This function plays an 
important role in certain problems of mathematical physics. It is the kernel of the 
Kantorovich-Lebedev transform. In this paper we describe the paths of steepest 
descent (the saddle point contours) of this integral, giving non-oscillatory inte- 
grals. The resulting integral representations are important for obtaining asymp- 
totic expansions and for constructing numerical algorithms. We also consider 
non-oscillating integrals representing Iiu(x), the modified Bessel function of the 
first kind of purely imaginary order. We summarize similar results for the ordinary 
Bessel functions. 

1. Introduction 

The modified Bessel function of the third kind of purely imaginary order Kiv(x) is a 
solution of the differential equation 

a:V/ + V + ^2-^2)3/ = 0. (LI) 

Another solution is the function of the first kind Iiu{x). Well-known integral repre- 
sentations for these functions are: 

-i      /»oo -i noo+iri 
Kiv{x) = J   /       c-*coshi+i»,t fo,      Iiv(x) = _i-   / excosht-ivt dt.       (L2) 

2 J-oo ^7rz Joo-ni 

see Watson [10, p. 181]. We assume that x > 0, v > 0. Kiu(x) is real and an even 
function with respect to z/; /^(x) is complex when v > 0. We define 

Liv\x) = , (1.6) 

which is a real solution of (1.1), and even with respect to v. In fact, Li^x) is the real 
part of Iiu(x) and KiV{x) is the imaginary part of IiU(x) (up to a factor) 

IiV(x) = LiU(x) - i Kwfa). (1.4) 
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The pairs {Ki^(x),Ii1y(x)},{Kil/(x),Li1y(x)} constitute linearly independent solu- 
tions of (1.1), with Wronskians 

Ku,{x)Ii(x) - IMKMx) = KivWM - LtoWKHx) = -.        (1.5) 
x 

The function K^x) plays an important role in potential problems for a wedge. It is 
the kernel of the Kantorovich-Lebedev transform. We have the pair of transforms 

f00 2x f00 

9{y)= I     f(x)Kix{y)dx,    f(x) = —smh(7rx)        y~1Kix(y)g(y)dy] 
Jo TT Jo 

see Lebedev [6] or Sneddon [9], Asymptotic expansions in connection with this trans- 
formation are considered by Naylor [7] and Wong [12]. 

The functions 'KiU(x),Ii1/(x) also play a role as approximants in uniform asymp- 
totic expansions of solutions of certain second-order linear differential equations; see 
Dunster [2], [3], [4]. In [2] several properties of the functions are discussed; our func- 
tion LiV(x) is the same as Dunster's, up to a factor depending on i/; in [3] and [4] the 
results are applied to Legendre functions. 

The purpose of this paper is to derive integral representations of iir^(x), Iil/{x) with 
non-oscillating integrands. Starting points are the integrals in (1.2). The resulting 
integrals are convenient representations for numerical algorithms, especially when the 
parameters x, v are large. Numerical aspects will be discussed in a later paper. 

An extra facet of the paper is giving a demonstration of the method of saddle 
points. In fact, the integrals considered here are saddle point contour integrals, and 
they also can be used to derive uniform asymptotic expansions of KiV{x)^IiV(x) for 
large values of the parameters. In our integral representations we distinguish between 
the two cases x > u and x < v. In the second case (especially when the parameters are 
large), the functions KiU(x),LiU(x) are rapidly oscillating, and difficult to compute. 

In Watson [10, Ch. 8], similar contours for integrals representing the ordinary Bessel 
functions are discussed. However, the present case of modified Bessel functions of 
imaginary order is different and more complicated. In particular, the path of steepest 
descent for KiV(x) has rather surprising features when v > x (the oscillatory case). 
For convenience, we summarize the results on non-oscillating integrals for the ordinary 
Bessel functions in Section 5. In [10] such representations have been used for deriving 
the Debye type uniform asymptotic expansions of the functions Jv{z)^ Yu{z) and of 

the Hankel functions Hi   (Z), Hi \Z). 

The Debye type uniform asymptotic expansion of KiU(x), with x > v, is given 
in Erdelyi et al. [5, Vol. II, p. 87]. An Airy type uniform expansion of Kij/(x) can 
be found in Balogh [1]; see also Olver [8, p. 425] and [2]. In [2] the expansion of 
Liu(x) is given as well. The Airy type expansions are derived from the differential 
equation (1.1). The point x = v is a so-called turning point of this equation. As 
mentioned before, the integrals obtained in this paper can be used for obtaining Airy 
type expansions. When transforming the integrals to standard Airy type form, two 
saddle points should be taken into account; see Olver [8] or Wong [11] (where also a 
general introduction to the saddle point method can be found). The remaining saddle 
points will introduce exponentially small contributions in the asymptotic expansion. 
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In this case we write 
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2. The monotonic case: x > v > 0 

v = xsin9,    0 < 0 < -TT. (2.1) 

2.1. The contour for KiV(x). When v — 0, the real axis is the path of steepest 
descent of the first integral in (1.2), with a saddle point at t — 0. When v > 0 the 
path and saddle point shift upwards in the complex plane. In this case, we write 

Kiu(x) = -        e-*W dt,    <t)(t) = x(cosht- it sine). (2.2) 
^ ./-oo 

The saddle point follows from solving the equation ^'(t) = 0. It suffices to consider 
the saddle point £o = iO- The path of steepest descent is defined by the equation 
^s(j)(t) = $s(j)(to). Since ^(to) = 0, this gives the following relation between the real 
and imaginary parts of t (we write t = r + ia, to = TQ + iao (with To = 0, CTQ = 9)) 

T 1 
sincr = sin^ -7-;—,    —00 <r<oo,    0 < a < ao < -TT. (2.3) 

smh r 2 

Hence, the path of steepest descent through the point to = i0 is given by 

aM = arcsin(sin0 -——),     —00 < r < 00. (2.4) 
\        smhr/ 

FIGURE 2.1. Steepest descent path (2.4), 0 = f. 

Other solutions of the equation in (2.3) are contours of steepest descent through 
the saddle points i(±ir - 6), and are given by 

tr-(r) = -TT - <7(T),    0+ (r) = TT - cr(r). (2.5) 

These solutions will be used in the next subsection. 
Integrating with respect to r on the path described by (2.4) gives the representation 

1 Z*00 dt 
KiJx) = - /     e~"^r) — dr,    ^(r) = x cosh r cos 0- + z/cr, 

2 y.^ dr 
(2.6) 
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where a as a function of r is given in (2.3). The function ^(r) is an even function of 
r. Observe that dt/dr = 1 + ida/dr and that da/dr, being an odd function of r, does 
not give a contribution in (2.6). Hence, we can write 

Ki^x) =  /     e-^7") dr,    ^(r) = zcoshrcoso- 4- i/cr. (2.7) 

When a; = z/ the function ^(r) is not analytic at r = 0. When x = v, we have, as 
r —> 0 (through real values), 

*M = i™ + ^^1 [| + ^ - j^* + jgzf + 0(r»)]. 
Prom (2.7) it follows that KiV{x) is positive when 0 < v < x. It is convenient to 

extract the dominant factor, by writing 

KUx) = e-^0) /    c-Wt^-^M dr,. (2.8) 
Jo 

where 

^(0) = vx2 — ^2 + i/arcsin — = a;(cos0 H- ^sin^). 
x 

2.2. The contour for Iw(x) and LiV(x). In this case, we need three saddle points. 
The derivative of the function (j)(t) = x cosh t — ivt, occurring in the second integral 
of (1.2), vanishes at the points 

tk = iak = i[{-l)ke + fcTr],    fc G Z. (2.9) 

The saddle point contour now passes through the saddle points £_i, to, ti, and the path 
of integration of the second integral in (1.2) is split into three parts: C-i U CQ U A, 
where 

— £_! runs from oo — zV to £_i, 
— £o runs from t-i to £i (a segment of the imaginary axis), 
— Ci runs from ti to oo + ZTT. 

On each path we have ^s<j){t) = 0.   On £±1 the relation between the real and 
imaginary parts of t = r 4- ia is given by (2.5) with r > 0. Thus we obtain 

'«-£/. ex cosh r cos <7_+^_ N +i^ZLJ dT 

+ _   /       ^cosa+i/^^ 1     Z*^1 x      /        -a;coscr^-^ 

+ JT-T /   excoshTCOS<T++'/CT+ [l + t^tl dr.    (2.10) 

Hence, by using (1.4) and separating the real part, 

Liv{x)=JL r e-c^^^ _ ^H re-^dT 

= J_ r excoso+»a ^ _ EI^ r e-i,(r) ^       (2-11) 
27r ./<7_i ^     Vo 
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FIGURE 2.2. Steepest descent path used in (2.10) 

where x > v > 0, ^(r) is given in (2.7), the relation between r and a in (2.3), and 

— = tan a { coth r). 
dr \T / 

This gives the requested representation of /^(x) in terms of non-oscillating integrals. 
The integral on the interval [o-_i,o-i] gives the main contribution, especially when the 
parameters are large. The integrand peaks at the point a = CTQ = 0. Hence, the main 
contribution to this integral comes from a small neighborhood of this point. At this 
point the integrand assumes the value exp[/0(O)], compare (2.8). 

3. The oscillatory case: 0 < x < u 

Under the present condition, we write 

J/ = x cosh /z,    fi > 0. (3.1) 

3.1. The contour for KiU(x). In this case, an infinite number of saddle points are 
used for obtaining the steepest descent path. However, a simple summation procedure 
reduces the number of saddle points to a few, as in the case of liv(x) in the previous 
section. 

We write (j)(t) of (2.2) in the form <j)(t) = x(cosht — it cosh/A). It follows that the 
saddle points of the integrands in (1.2) are now given by 

1 

2' 
tf = ±To + ^ni + 2A:7ri,    TQ = fi,    k G 

The saddle point contour through the saddle £jjf is defined by the equation $s</)(t) = 
$s(j)(t^) = ±a;(sinh^ — //cosh/x), that is, by 

sin a = cosh fi — 
sinhr 

sinh fi — fi cosh /x 
sinh r 

(3.2) 

which is independent of k. The contours cannot have common points with the imagi- 
nary axis (where r = 0). In fact, this axis separates two groups of contours, namely, 
those through ffc from those through JjjT, the first group corresponding to positive 
values of r, and the second one to negative values. The parabola shaped curves satis- 
fying (3.2) are shown in Figure 3.1. On each 'parabola', two saddle points are located. 
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Hence, a complete parabola cannot serve as a path of descent, since one branch ex- 
tending to infinity is always a path of ascent. Only parts of the parabola shaped 
contours are used for the steepest descent paths. 

First, the original contour in (1.2) for Ki1y(x) is split into two parts: C~ U£+, where 

— JC~ runs from — oo to 0 and from 0 to +zoo, 
— £+ runs from -Hoo to 0 and from 0 to -foo. 

Since u > 0, the integrals along ^ are convergent at -Hoc. Next, we deform £± 

along the thickened parts of the saddle point contours shown in Figure 3.1. Owing 
to the symmetry, we can consider C+ only, along which we take twice the real part 
of this integral. On the lower branch of £+ (running from £$ to -foo), we integrate 
with respect to r, on the upper branch (running from -Koo to £Q~), we integrate with 
respect to a. The result is 

^w-«{.-*[jr.-*"(i+*l)*-^«-«"(l+0H}-("> 
where 

X = 30(4) = XSinhTo - l/To,      e"^ = c-* cosh r COB a-i/^ 

and the relation between r and a is given in (3.2) (with the 4- sign). 

(3.4) 

671— 

4K— 

2K— 

-IK- 

FIGURE 3.3. Steepest descent path used in (3.3) 

The second integral in (3.3) can be reduced to an integral over a finite interval. 
The fact is that the function 

P(a) = e -x cosh T cose 'dr 

'(s+') 
is periodic with respect to a with period 27r, P(a) = P(a + 27r). It follows that 

poo 

/ P(* )e-ua da 
1 - e-2™ /  p^y da. 
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Thus we obtain the representation 

iM*) = cos * [/V*<'> * - r^/^ V** *] 

(3.5) 

When the parameters x, v are large the main contribution comes from the point t^ = 
TQ + ni/2. At this point, we have exp[—^(TQ)] = exp(-7ri//2). This quantity gives a 
proper estimate of the maximal absolute value of the oscillating function Kil/(x). 

REMARK 3.1. Integrals with respect to r may be replaced by integrals with respect 
to a] for instance, 

JTO dT Jo 
In a numerical sense, the integrals with respect to r are simpler than those with 
respect to a. The reason is that a simple inversion of the sine function in (3.2) gives 
an explicit representation of cr(r). Such a simple inversion for r(cr) is not available. 

REMARK 3.2. Another point is that if, for instance, one wants to replace 

/ 

W2 J^. 

7r/2 «0" 

by an integral with respect to r, one has to write first 

77r/2 (^ Jn/2 d(T J^/2 do' 

since (T(T) is two-valued on the corresponding r-interval. 

3.2. The contour for IiV{x) and ^(x).    The second integral in (1.2) can be split 
up into three parts: 

— £_i runs from oo — iri to ^i1, 
— Co runs from t^ to £j, 
— £i runs from £$ to oo 4- ni. 

The integrals along £_i and £i are transformed to integrals along the path from 
tQ to oo, which has been used for KiV(x). This is done by changing a into — TT — 
cr,7r — cr, respectively. The integral along £0 is shifted upwards by changing a into 
—27r-h<j; afterwards we reverse the direction of integration from 7r/2 to 57r/2 into 57r/2 
to 7r/2. The two operations for Co can be established by the single transformation 
a —> TT - a. In this way we obtain integrals as used for Kiv{x). Corresponding 
r values are not changed during these transformations, as follows from the relation 
(3.2). Corresponding values of da/dr do change sign, however. 

So we obtain 

+e.,£V*>(-§+i)4 (") 
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FIGURE 3.4. Steepest descent path used in (3.6) 

The quantities x and e~^T^ are given in (3.4).   The imaginary part of Iiv(x) 
corresponds to (3.5) (see also (1.4)). Separating the real part gives 

Lii/ix) = S^LUohhrv I    e-^dr + e^ 
0-    L -/ro dT j^ 
n     ,   __      f™e-^^dr + e™ re-^)da\ 
27r   L JTo dr J^ J 

/•OO /» o 
SinX[2sinh^y    e-^dr-e^J* + 

2-K da     J (3.7) 

When the parameters x, v are large, the main contribution again comes from the point 
£+ = ro + |7rz. At this point we have exp[—^(TQ)] = exp(—|7n/). Hence, the quantity 
exp^Trz/) gives a proper estimate of the maximal absolute value of the oscillating 
functions Iiv(x) and LiV(x). 

4.  Results for the derivatives 

It is also of interest to have results for the derivatives; they follow rather straightfor- 
wardly from the earlier methods. 

4.1. The monotonic case: v = :rsin0. The derivatives of KiV(x),IiU{x) are ob- 
tained from (1.2). We have 

1    Z100 

K^x) = ~ /     cosh* e-^osht+^t dt? 

coshte*008114-^^. 

(4.1) 

The analogue of (2.6) reads 

Ki(x) = -jj-^g(r)dT,    g(T) = sin 6 sin a — cosh r 
cos a 

(4.2) 

the relation between r and a given by (2.4). The function ^(r) is the real part of 
— cosh t dt/dr; the imaginary part is an odd function of r and does not give contribu- 
tions. 
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The result for the /-function is given in terms of the L-function. We obtain from 
(1.4) 

Ii(x) = Ll(x)-iS^^K'il/(x), 

with 14,(20 given as the analogue of (2.11) by 

Ll(x) = J- f^ cosa excos°+™ da + ^^ f™ e^^hir) dr,        (4.3) 

where 

.      /coshr 1    \ 
/i(r J = sm (j r-;—   . 

\    r smhr/ 

This function is obtained by taking the real part of 

1 
27ri 

-cosh(r + ia-) e-™ ( 1 + i^1) + cosh(r + ia+) e+™ (l + i^±\ 

where a-± are given in (2.5), a in (2.4), and dcr±/dT = -da/dr in (2.12). 

4.2. The oscillatory case: z/ = a: cosh fi.    Following the analysis that leads to (3.5), 
we obtain 

K'iv{x) = cos x [J    e-*™A(T) dr - l_e_2izu ji ^ e-^Bir) dv\ 

UP00 1 /*27r -\ 

'    e-*VC(T)dT- _27rt, /      e-*WD(r)d«7- , 
TO 1 € J %* (4.4) 

where 

., . _ . . da __, N     A/ \d'T 
A(T) = — coshr cos tr 4- sinhrsm cr^-, ^(T) =>l(r)-j-, 

ar da 

C(r) = — sinhrsincj — coshr cos cr—, jD(r) =C(T) — , 
ar tt<7 

and the relation between r and cr is given in (3.1) (with the + sign). 
For the function Z/^x), we obtain 

+ ^r_2sinh7ri/ f™e-^A^dT + e™ (**e-^B(T)da\. 
27r L yro yi, J   (4 5) 
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5.  Non-oscillating integrals for the ordinary Bessel functions 

We give similar integrals for the ordinary Bessel functions. Some of the results can 
be found in Watson [10, Ch. 8]. We only consider real values of the parameters of 
the Bessel functions. The starting points are the contour integrals for the Hankel 
functions given by 

Hil\x) = — / exainht-ut dt,    Hi2\x) = — / e*sinhi-^<ft. 
*"* J-oo TTZ  J_00 

Furthermore we use the relations 

Mx) = l- [!#>(*) + H?Xx)],    Y„{x) = 1 [HpHx) - HfHx)]. 

5.1. The monotonic case: i/ = xcosh^, fj, > 0. In this case, we concentrate on 
the functions Jv(x), Yv(x). For the first function, we have 

OO + ZTT 

Jv(x) = — / exs'mht-utdt. 
2™ Joo-in 

The real saddle points of the function (j)(t) = a:sinht — vt = :r(sinh£ — tcosh//) are 
located at t = ±/i. The path of steepest descent through t = /x is defined by (we write 
t = r + ia) 

T = arccoshfcosh/i-: ),    — TT < a < TT. 
\ sm a / 

Using this relation, we obtain the representation 

Ju(x) = —f     e^inhr cos a-r cosh M)^# 

For the Neumann function, we use both saddle points and obtain 

y (T\ _____   /       px(sinht—tcosh^)jj._ _   I       a;(sinh r cos cr—r cosh u) aT  J 

TT J_00 TT J0 da 

The main contribution in the first result comes from the point a = 0, which corre- 
sponds to the saddle point t = //; the main contribution for the Neumann function 
comes from the saddle point t = —ji. 

5.2. The oscillatory case: v = xcosO, 0 < 6 < ^TT. It is now convenient to 
consider the Hankel functions. The saddle point of interest for the first Hankel function 
is t = i6, for the second function, the point is t = — i6. After standard manipulations, 
we obtain 

Hl1\x) = — /   ca:(8inhTC08flr-TC08^(l-t^-)d<7, 
TT  Jo ^        da/ 

where 

X = x(sm 0 — 6 cos 6). 

The relation between r and a is defined by 

. a cos 8 + sin 8 — 9 cos 6 
r = arccosh : ,    0 < a < TT. 

sincr 
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The sign of r is positive when a > 0 and negative when a < 9. For the second Hankel 
function, we have 

Hl2\x) = ^   f\x(sinhT cos V-T cosO) ^1+i^ da 

As usual, the result for one Hankel function follows from the other one by changing 
the sign of the imaginary unit i. 

In this case it is quite easy to derive the corresponding results for the derivatives 
of the functions. 

Acknowledgment.    The author wishes to thank Dr.   Adri Olde Daalhuis for his 
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